Dear Exhibitors,

Subject: Beware of Hoax Emails

May we bring to your IMMEDIATE ATTENTION that some person, group, or organization have been disseminating correspondences to our exhibitors soliciting them to purchase data list that they claim to be from our event.

Please examine such correspondence carefully. It may bear the bold captions of our exhibition and/or our company name. But, exhibitors should be advised that Reed Tradex has no connection whatsoever to such person or organization, whose name can vary from one mail to another, which could lead you into thinking that this is in some way related to us.

The targets of the solicitations usually are selected from show directories. Exhibitors receiving correspondences from unusual sources are advised to scrutinize them carefully. If in doubt, please contact us for clarification.

If you have been contacted by the solicitation, please do not respond nor engage in any business transactions with them. If you ignore their mail, they will usually not follow up with you, but if you reply to their mail to make some kind of inquiries, they could keep spamming you with follow-up mails.

Sincerely yours,

Reed Tradex Co., Ltd.